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About This Game

Ahoy Mateys! From the Mind of Sid Meier, The Golden Age of Buccaneering has returned with Pirates! Gold!

You'll criss-cross your way along the 17th century Spanish Main in search of all-new adventures.

You'll lead a crew of hot-blooded buccaneers into rollicking harbour towns. And risk your booty and your life plundering enemy
ships!

Hunt for magnificent treasures! Unravel the mysteries and clues of your adventure! Even battle your way through enemy waters
on grueling rescue missions!

Will you win your rightful place in history? Or will you end up shipwrecked on a distant island? The answer can only be found
in the swashbuckling Pirates! Gold.

Experience the untamed era of piracy through stunning new VGA/Super VGA art and graphics!

Feel the ring of crossing swords and the boom of mighty cannon with enhanced sound features!

Skewer scurvy rogues with enhanced sword-fighting capabilities!
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Gain power, prestige or even the hand of the governor’s daughter!

Bombard enemy ships!

Explore more coastal towns, each with it's own dangers

Includes the original Sid Meier's Pirates! game! and bonus Map, Soundtrack and Cheat Sheets.
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Title: Sid Meier's Pirates! Gold Plus (Classic)
Genre: Adventure, Simulation
Developer:
MicroProse Software, Inc
Publisher:
Retroism, Nightdive Studios
Release Date: 1 Jan, 1987

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP / Vista / 7

Processor: 1.0 GHz Processor

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 100% DirectX compatible graphics

Storage: 100 MB available space

Sound Card: 100% DirectX compatible card or onboard sound

English,French,German
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I'm down for post-apocalyptic settings and I love colony builders. That said, there's not a lot here and the main draw seems to be
the system for social norms and laws.

Well, that system lets you make homosexuality and being transgender punishable by death. There's enough of that in the real
world I don't need it in a game at all.. This game if f....n awesome. I love what they do with the music, at times it feels like you
are in an interactive audio visualizer. You die a lot in this game, but you are thrown right back in, and when you finally manage
to cross that crazy section that seemed impossible, it feels great. In some ways, it's like A Crow in Hell on steroids (it's a flash
game where you also have to navigate narrow corridors and avoid all kinds of contraptions, but the mechanics is a bit different).
I like this game more, though.. This game is defintly easier to understand then Elite Dangerous, i am still a bit lost but i have
managed to move around and sell and buy goods.Money is defintly not a problem as pirates are constantly after you, when i first
went to another station i got stuck there for a while because pirates kept poping up one after the other, i had to redock several
times before i finally could leave and before i knew it, i was pretty wealthy and so i bought a better ship for 100k.

Did some mining and fought pirates, now i almost got 500k.
I am still learning the game, wish it was a little easier in explaining what does what as the only thing i understand about combat
is how to fire my laser at the momment lol.

As for graphics i see no issues with it, tho the options are a bit lacking its defintly a game i would recommend.. This games
sucks and its boring, Maximum action is better than this game.. This dlc isnt that bad, I just wish the rewards were more useful
to future playthroughs.
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Pretty good for a party, but would be much better with more players.. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=m50sG8sayeI

Video containing my full thoughts:

TLDW: This game is alright, I think it's more consistently funnier than previous games, but I feel like the concept wasn't as
well explored as it should've been.

I would've liked a plot-line involving battling a hacker, and multiple different routes you could take through a map leading you
to different hilarious endings.

It's ok for what it is and I feel Alain is still trying here. I think if he made an effort to make his games just a bit longer, that
would open up a lot more comedy potential. Cheers.. Great feedback from Janey on why the ATC doesn't work for these
missions. More than happy with the excellent range of missions provided, and how they're implemented via GPS.. I got this
game not really knowing what I was in for. Once I figured out the controlls the game play was smooth.
Pros: Music is amazing, different enough to be new and unique, but not too crazy that it distracts from the gameplay.
Game play overall is smooth and the shadows actually respond to simple shadow physics
The game looksa amazing with all of the color schemes and animation style. If you like art, then you will like this.
The puzzles are difficult enough to not make the game an absolute breeze, but are not impossible to figure out.
Playing this with the co-op option is a lot of fun especially when you and the other person actually rely heavily on eachother.
Cons: There is one little glitch where you can stand in the wall. You don't skip anything, and you don't get stuck but it is just
there.
I say getting this game is totally worth it.. This a very cute puzzle platformer with good controls, cute graphics and some nifty
ideas. And it has coop play!

The puzzles are entertaining and require some thinking, but should not be too hard. Most of them require figuring out how to do
it rather than perfect execution (though some, notably the time travel puzzles, require a bit of precision).

Fun in cooperative play, if a tad on the short side. We did have some minor problems setting up controls with just the one
gamepad, often requiring several attempts before the characters could be controlled properly, but since we got a second
gamepad we have had no issues. It plays well with both keyboard and gamepad, it was just setting up which character used what
that proved difficult.. I played the browser version of this game a lot when I was a kid, so I was excited when I saw that it had
been remastered for Steam. A minimalistic, relaxing game that's great to play when you have 10 minutes to spare. Don't buy this
game or developer's other game (60 parsecs).

It's a tough call to leave negative review sometimes. This is not one of those times. While the game is not awful by most
standards, the developers are MASSIVELY incompetent and painful to deal with. They are the most condescending people you
will come across and it took in one case a FAN to fix an issue that was present in the game for 4 years, while developers
declared that everything is working just fine.

Imagine CD Project Red but polar opposite. Then multiply this by Randy Pitchford and add Colonial Marines coding skills.

That's the level this developer is trying to reach but failing miserably.. The Lost Lands series is by far one of my favorite to
play! Not only is the story well thought out, but the mini-games range from easy to semi-hard and the hidden object scenes vary,
making it a lot more fun. I think it is well worth the money I paid. I highly recommend this game!. There's a lot of bugs, which
is sad because I like the story and the world design. The combat system is boring and usually it seems like buttom smashing is
more efficient than actual strategy. I've got stuck in moving walls and I've been stuck forever in mid air because some rats were
standing under me and I couldn't fall all the way down from a ledge. Some graphics layers are in wrong places. The water
animations only work in places where there are splashes, otherwise it's the regular walking animation. There seems to be no
other way to get back to main menu than to restart the game.

Anyway, I hope they fix all this. Other than the bugs, I really like it. Seems like they forgot to playtest it completely.
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